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Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1621: Robbing the Rich and Helping the Poor 

Robbing the Rich and Helping the Poor gao yuan’s face fell and he said in a cold voice, “what do you 

mean?”toward gao yuan’s killing intent, ye yuan was completely indifferent. he just said coolly, “old 

man gao, you really think that this little lord has a good temper, right? originally, it wasn’t so 

troublesome, but you insisted on fanning fire here, using so-called human race’s righteous cause to 

come and pressure me. it’s clearly you who covets the precious treasure, but then you insist on feigning 

a righteous and awe-inspiring appearance. do you really take me to be a three-year-old kid? trying to 

repulse me, right? this is the outcome of disgusting me!” 

the scene was silent, everyone all looked at ye yuan in amazement. 

to dare speak to a half-step celestial deity realm powerhouse like this, ye yuan was probably one of a 

kind. 

one had to know, even though half-step celestial deities were not genuine celestial deity powerhouses, 

once he took this step, that was an existence who looked down upon the world. 

therefore, that was why those people wanted to suck up to gao yuan and squeeze ye yuan. 

gao yuan’s chest was like a puffing bellow, furious until he puffed heavily. 

his expression was incredibly grim, icy-cold to the extreme as he said in a chilly voice, “do you really 

think that i don’t dare to touch you?” 

the aura of a half-step celestial deity releasing, the powerful pressure enveloped everyone once again. 

but ye yuan was not the least bit afraid and said nonchalantly, “you’re the one who doesn’t dare! so 

many people are waiting for me to bring them down. if you kill me, you’ll be the human race’s common 

enemy!” 

gao yuan choked when he heard it. the imposing momentum that had just condensed immediately 

vanished without a trace. 

this punk … actually completely turned the situation around unknowingly! 

now, this kid actually used this reason to come and threaten him. 

and he could not seem to find a reason to retaliate! 

monstrous waves stirred in the heart of the zheng qi at one side. 

ye yuan this brat, not only was his talent exceedingly terrifying, his means were actually so superb too. 

originally, a single misstep, heavenly eagle imperial city and him would be dragged into the water. 

but in a twinkle, the situation was reversed by ye yuan. 

now, ye yuan reverse-checkmated him. gao yuan could only be a mute eating a dose of bitter medicine; 

suffering humiliation in silence. 
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but seeing gao yuan slumping, zheng qi was really endlessly refreshed in his heart. 

gao yuan was livid, he wished to tear ye yuan with his hands. 

but what ye yuan said was right, he really did not dare! 

gao yuan gnashed his teeth in hatred and said, “state the price then!” 

he really did not expect that he was actually forced until he was at a complete loss on what to do by a 

brat still wet behind his ears. 

ye yuan smiled and said, “make it a bit cheaper for you, one divine lord mystic treasure for two people!” 

gao yuan’s eyes became wide-saucers and he roared, “what did you say? to think that you can say it out! 

do you think that divine lord mystic treasures are common wares?” 

everyone behind ye yuan looked at each other speechlessly, full of shock. 

this elder ye was really demanding an exorbitant price! 

ye yuan shrugged and said, “you, a half-step celestial deity realm powerhouse, could you not have a few 

articles of divine lord mystic treasures that you have no use for on you? using them to exchange for a 

lucky chance for utmost peace imperial city’s young generation, it’s all too worthwhile. or is it that 

you’re selfish until you aren’t willing to contribute to utmost peace imperial city?” 

gao yuan was angry until he billowed his beard and glared, but he was powerless to do anything. 

this brat was really sharp-tongued! 

i have divine lord mystic treasures, but why should i give them to you for no reason? 

“brat, to dare ask for this old man’s things, be careful it stuffs you to bursting and kills you!” gao yuan 

said viciously. 

“huhu, this little lord’s appetite is ferocious. don’t need you to worry about it. hurry up, don’t dawdle. 

everyone is waiting to go down!” ye yuan said coolly. 

gao yuan was like squeezing out toothpaste, taking out three divine lord mystic treasures, and said in a 

cold voice, “brat, eating this old man’s stuff, you’ll ultimately have to spit it out!” 

ye yuan received the divine lord mystic treasures, directly threw a sword of ning tianping, and said 

coolly, “you don’t have a divine lord mystic treasure yet, right? this sword will be given to you. uh, which 

of you still don’t have divine lord mystic treasures?” 

ning tianping as a martial tower protector and ye yuan’s follower naturally came along too. 

he received the long sword, extremely excited in his heart. 

even though the ning family was heavenly eagle imperial city’s major family, it was impossible to have a 

divine lord mystic treasure in everyone’s hands. 

only gao yuan, this kind of old undying fellow, a person who went to no idea how many mystic realms, 

did how many schemes, could have so many divine lord mystic treasures on him. 



even though ning tianping was already almost third-layered heaven divine lord, he really did not have a 

divine lord mystic treasure in possession. 

now that he had a divine lord mystic treasure, he was confident that defeating third-layered heaven 

divine lord powerhouses should be nothing difficult. 

even when encountering fourth-layered heaven divine lord, he had the power to have a battle too! 

ning tianping bowed and said, “many thanks, elder ye!” 

ye yuan smiled and said, “you followed me, so i’ll have to give you some benefits.” 

very soon, ye yuan also distributed the other two divine lord mystic treasures, agitating the people who 

obtained them badly. 

the heavenly eagle imperial city’s side was extremely excited. because counting according to the 

number of people, the opposite side had to at least take out two divine lord mystic treasures to be able 

to bring everyone away. 

quite a number of people came from utmost peace imperial city this time. adding them up, there were 

close to 20 people. 

counting gao yuan, there were four people above seventh-layered heaven divine lord. if each of them 

brought two to three people along, there were still around ten people. 

if they wanted all to go down, they had to use divine lord mystic treasures. 

gao yuan gritted his teeth and said, “mo hui, zhu yuncai, each of you take out another divine lord mystic 

treasure!” 

this mo hui and zhu yuncai were both eighth-layered heaven divine lord powerhouses. hearing gao 

yuan’s words at this time, their hearts were dripping blood. 

you caused trouble, now, you want us to wipe your backside for you! 

but facing gao yuan, they dared to get angry but did not dare to speak. they could only each take out a 

divine lord mystic treasure. 

after ye yuan got them, he immediately distributed them. 

with this, heavenly eagle imperial city’s side’s strength increased greatly. 

zheng qi said, “ye yuan, so many divine lord mystic treasures, why didn’t you keep one for yourself?” 

ye yuan said with a smile, “does head elder feel that i’m someone who lacks divine lord mystic 

treasures?” 

“uh …” zheng qi could not help being stunned when he heard it. 

the current ye yuan was just like a nouveau riche, exuding the aura of a tycoon from head to toe. 

these were five divine lord mystic treasures, he gave them away without blinking just like this. 



when gao yuan saw this scene, he was even more livid with rage, almost spewing out a mouthful of old 

blood. 

you don’t lack divine lord mystic treasures, then what did you scam me for?! 

ye yuan seemed to have seen through his thoughts and said with a smile, “i just feel that a powerhouse 

like old man gao should sympathize with bottom-level martial artists a little. either way, he can’t use 

these things. so why not take them out and let everybody increase their strength. this way, our human 

race’s collective strength will also rise significantly, don’t you say so? even though i don’t find old man 

gao pleasing to the eye, he’s considered to have contributed to the human race with this. if anybody 

gets a lucky chance, you have to remember that he was good to you.” 

“puhwark!” 

gao yuan finally had anger attack his heart, spewing out a mouthful of old blood. 

this punk was simply terrible! 

“goodness, my head elder gao, you have to take it easy. you’re our human race’s heavyweight figure, an 

existence who might step into celestial deity realm. if something were to happen, what would we do?” 

ye yuan hurriedly said. 

zheng qi hearing ye yuan’s comical concern, laughed until he could not close his mouth at one side. 

in these several tens of thousands of years, he really had not laughed so happily like today. 

“alright, it’s getting late, don’t let the fiend race take the initiative. we have to go down. in a while, when 

i use spatial laws, none of you resist. otherwise, if you get lost in space, don’t blame me,” ye yuan said. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1622: Falling Into Heavy Encirclemen 

Back then, when Ye Yuan went down this bottomless abyss, what he relied on was the Origin Magnetism 

Spirit Wood.Presently, he no longer needed it. 

With his comprehension of spatial laws, going down was not something hard. 

But even so, their large group of people still went down for a day and night before coming into contact 

with the bottom. 

“Not good! My ... My realm is being suppressed!” 

“Mine is being suppressed too! I ... Currently I only have first-layered heaven Divine Lord strength!” 

“Do you all notice it? The forcefield here is too strong! There’s no way to fly at all!” 

... 

Upon landing, everyone’s cry of horror transmitted over. 

Clearly, this situation was completely different from what they imagined. 
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Divine Lord Realm powerhouses could not fly, their realms were suppressed. This kind of situation made 

them too uncomfortable. 

Furthermore, the forcefield here was too strong, making them feel that even breathing was somewhat 

difficult. They were not used to it. 

Gao Yuan’s expression was very ugly, because his realm was similarly being suppressed. Currently, it was 

only merely the likes of a fourth-layered heaven Divine Lord. 

Such a suppression made him a little more worried about the expedition this time. 

However, when his gaze turned to Ye Yuan, his expression became darker. 

Ye Yuan’s realm was actually no different from before. It seemed like there was no suppression force at 

all. 

This discovery made him extremely displeased. 

Rather, everyone from Heavenly Eagle Imperial City had long been mentally prepared because of Ye 

Yuan’s reminder and did not kick a big fuss like the rest. 

Ye Yuan’s Origin Magnetic Field quietly released, diminishing a large portion of the forcefield below. 

That bit remaining did not affect him too much. 

“Alright. Everybody, don’t panic. This realm suppression isn’t just targeted at us only. The fiend race 

powerhouses will likewise have their realms suppressed. It’s just that we don’t know what dangers this 

place has. So everybody best be more careful, and take care not to get separated,” Ling Zikun said. 

These people had also experienced grand spectacles before. After experiencing the initial-most panic, 

they accepted the reality very soon and calmed down. 

Apart from River Eternal Imperial City, there were people from a total of three great imperial cities who 

came to support them this time. They were respectively Utmost Peace Imperial City, Deersun Imperial 

City, and Heavenly Eagle Imperial City. 

Among these three great forces, it was clearly Utmost Peace Imperial City’s strength that was the 

strongest, followed by Heavenly Eagle Imperial City. 

And Deersun Imperial City only sent an eighth-layered heaven Divine Lord elder over, he was considered 

the weakest one already. 

While River Eternal Imperial City sent a total of 30 over people this time. Apart from Ling Zikun and this 

ninth-layered heaven Divine Lord expert, there were still two eighth-layered heaven Divine Lord 

powerhouses. 

This line-up was considered rather impressive already. 

It was just that now, apart from Gao Yuan, this half-step Celestial Deity being suppressed to fourth-

layered heaven Divine Lord, the other ninth-layered heaven Divine Lord powerhouses were all 

suppressed to third-layered heaven Divine Lord. 



Middle-stage Divine Lord Realms were all suppressed to second-layered heaven Divine Lord. Initial-stage 

Divine Lord Realms were all suppressed to first-layered heaven Divine Lord. 

This result was clearly unexpected before they came down. 

The group of people advanced in groups. Surrounded by jagged rocks of grotesque shapes, not even a 

blade of grass growing, light very dim, everyone lit divine fires before they could barely manage to make 

out the path. 

“We haven’t discovered the fiend race’s traces even until now. Could it be that they couldn’t find a way 

down?” Ling Zikun suddenly said, his words faintly exuding excitement. 

Gao Yuan’s eyes lit up when he heard that and said, “If it’s like this, then the chances of us getting the 

lucky chance will greatly increase!” 

Deersun Imperial City eighth-layered heaven Divine Lord, Zuo Qing, said, “I don’t believe that the fiend 

race also has a powerhouse who understands spatial laws. Those who can come down are probably not 

many. We have so many people, eradicating them is easily accomplished!” 

But Ye Yuan said, “You guys are thinking too much! A hundred years ago, the fiend race already created 

flying boats that can suspend above the natural chasm. With the strength with Divine Lord Realm 

powerhouses and going together with that flying boat, the fiend race powerhouses might have long 

come down before.” 

Ye Yuan’s words were akin to a bucket of cold water splashing on their heads, instantly making them 

feel a chill. 

“Haha ... it’s still this kid who’s smart!” 

“What’s the use of being smart? Doesn’t he still have to die here?” 

“These humans are really a bunch of fools, to actually still hope that we’re not coming, hahaha ...” 

... 

At this time, a series of unbridled voices suddenly sounded out all around, making everyone’s faces 

change drastically. 

The ones who said this could only be the fiend race’s powerhouses. 

Nobody would have thought that they were suddenly surrounded. 

Most importantly, they looked in all directions and could not find traces of fiend race powerhouses at 

all. 

Only hearing the voices, not seeing the people! 

“Fiend dogs, scram out here for this father of yours! What kind of ability is it to sneak around furtively?” 

“If you have the capabilities, have an open and aboveboard fight! A bunch of cowardly turtles!” 

... 



The human powerhouses’ roars seemed rather ferocious in appearance but feeble in essence. 

They wanted to goad the fiend race powerhouses out, but how could the fiend race powerhouse do as 

they wanted? 

Ye Yuan suddenly said, “Don’t shout anymore. We’ve already fallen into the grand array that the fiend 

race set up. They are not far from us right now, it’s just that you guys can’t see.” 

The moment everyone heard, their faces could not help changing. 

These fiend race powerhouses had clearly long laid in ambush, just waiting for them to walk right into 

the trap! 

A voice dripping with sarcasm said sneeringly, “Heh, this kid has some ability, to actually be able to 

realize that they have already fallen into an array formation. But it’s no use! This Soul Devouring Devil 

Cloud Formation is a peak rank four divine formation. Even if ninth-layered heaven Divine Lords get 

caught inside, it’s certain death too. Moreover, you all have your realms suppressed currently!” 

Gao Yuan’s expression became incomparably ugly. He did not expect that he had not seen the treasure 

yet and already got caught in a desperate situation. 

Peak rank four divine formation, if he did not have his realm suppressed, wanting to escape was 

naturally no problem. 

But now, he was only fourth-layered heaven Divine Lord. How to run away? 

Could it be that he was really going to die first before achieving success in the expedition? 

“You all savor the power of the Soul Devouring Devil Cloud Formation well! This xiantian mystic treasure 

will belong to our fiend race!” 

Done talking, clouds of red fog actually appeared out of thin air, surrounding everyone inside. 

The red fog filled the air, it was so dark that you could not see your hand in front of you at all. Everyone 

already lost traces of their companions. 

“Kill, kill, kill! Kill you, this fiend dog!” 

Suddenly, someone among the humans screamed, chopping over toward a companion beside him with 

a sword. 

Puchi! 

That person was caught off-guard, his head directly being chopped flying, and already died until he was 

deader than dead. 

This Soul Devouring Devil Cloud Formation was able to take effect on the martial artist’s divine soul, 

making them produce illusions, and kill each other. 

For a moment, the companions that they saw all became fiend race powerhouses,; incomparably 

sinister. 



These people attacked brutally, betting life-for-life with each other, just like they became mortal 

enemies. 

A hint of red light flashed across Ye Yuan’s eyes, seemingly seeing through this stretch of red fog. 

Immediately after, his figure moved, disappearing from the people’s line of sight. 

Among the fiend race’s battalion, Heavenstar’s brows furrowed slightly, and he said to Di En, “Did you 

feel that that kid just now looked a lot like someone?” 

With a xiantian mystic treasure coming into being this time, Blood Yama Hall and Eminent Orchid 

Imperial City formed a tacit agreement, sending large groups of powerhouses over. 

Heavenstar and Di En were precisely among them. 

Di En was not familiar with Ye Yuan, but Heavenstar’s impression was Ye Yuan was very deep. 

At this time, Heavenstar finally discovered a hint of something amiss. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1623: Height of Shamelessness 

Height of Shamelessness Di En said rather puzzledly, “You’re saying?”Heavenstar said, “Oh my! Back 

then, Source Night that punk disguised as a fiend. Wasn’t his appearance very similar to that kid just 

now?” 

Di En ruminated when he heard that. He suddenly startled awake and said, “If you didn’t say it, I really 

couldn’t recall! It’s him!” 

It was not that Di En was forgetful, but Ye Yuan in human state and Ye Yuan in fiend race state, his aura 

and disposition were vastly different. 

Coupled with that Ye Yuan did some modifications in appearance, that was why Di En did not recognize 

him. 

Now, being reminded by Heavenstar, Di En abruptly realized it. 

Di En said in a clear voice, “Hang on! Let’s go back first!” 

Di En was this group of fiends’ important figure. His words were naturally very effective. 

Another leader, Qiao An, said, “What’s wrong, Di En? Could it be that those humans still have a 

possibility of escaping from the Soul Devouring Devil Cloud Formation?” 

Di En said, “If it was just those people, it’s naturally impossible! But there is a very great variable among 

them!” 

Qiao An was rather surprised as he said, “It’s that kid you guys were talking about earlier? However, just 

being at the Origin Deity Realm, is he actually so formidable?” 

Heavenstar said with a cold smile, “He toyed with the entire Eminent Orchid Imperial City and Blood 

Yama Hall in the palm of his hand, and finally, even obtained the precious treasure and withdrew! Do 

you think he’s formidable or not?” 
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Even though they did not know the Purple Extreme Hall’s grade, use one’s butt to think that they would 

also know that it was definitely a precious treasure. 

Qiao An got a big shock and said, “This brat is that one who made you all suffer a tragic loss the last 

time?” 

Heavenstar said with a cold smile, “That punk, I’ll still recognize him even if he turns to ashes! This time, 

I’m going to let him know what’s called despair!” 

… 

“Get lost for your father!” 

In the red fog, Gao Yuan’s eyes were scarlet-red. He already almost could not hold on anymore. 

This array formation was too powerful. With the strength of his divine soul, he was actually unable to 

resist it. 

Even though he tried his best to stay awake, his consciousness still became increasingly blurry. 

“Damn it! This old man has roamed unhindered for a lifetime, how can I possibly capsize in a drain?” 

Gao Yuan roared, wanting to rush out of the grand array. But his consciousness became more and more 

blurry. 

Rumble! 

Suddenly, a loud noise transmitted over. Gao Yuan immediately felt his divine soul ease up, recovering 

clarity. 

“This … What’s going on here? What did I do just now?” 

“Ahh! Junior Apprentice Brother, who killed you?! I … I’m going to take revenge for you!” 

“It … It was Elder Ye who saved us!” 

… 

Not far away, there was a destroyed formation base beside Ye Yuan. 

And the surroundings already had quite a few formation bases destroyed. 

Very clearly, this was all done by Ye Yuan. 

“Many thanks … Many thanks for Elder Ye’s life-saving grace!” 

“All thanks to Elder Ye. Otherwise, we’d be completely wiped out!” 

“Elder Ye is indeed not ordinary. This old man admires you!” 

… 

Everyone came over to give thanks to Ye Yuan one by one after another. 

If not for Ye Yuan, they would probably have already utterly fallen into enemy hands now. 



It was just that they were extremely surprised in their hearts, why was Ye Yuan not controlled in the 

slightest inside this grand array? 

This grand array directly took effect on the divine soul, but Ye Yuan’s divine soul had the Soul 

Suppressing Pearl guarding, how could the grand array corrode it in the least bit? 

And Ye Yuan’s Sun Moon Heavenly Pupil had the effect of blasting apart falsehood, making him find 

these formation bases very quickly. 

As long as the formation bases were destroyed, the grand array would naturally be broken. 

Zheng Qi still had lingering fear in his heart until now. He discovered now that bringing Ye Yuan was 

really an extremely wise decision. 

Without Ye Yuan, their large group of people would have fallen here. 

“Humph! Not saving us, he’d have to die here too!” Gao Yuan said with a cold snort. 

When Zheng Qi heard that, he said angrily, “You, this old fogey, are really shameless, to actually be able 

to say this kind of words.” 

Gao Yuan said disdainfully, “Am I wrong? Just based on his bit of strength, can he deal with so many 

fiends? Don’t tell me that he doesn’t want to obtain that treasure!” 

Sure enough, with him saying so, the grateful emotions on everyone’s faces immediately reduced 

greatly. 

Human nature was selfish. Even though Ye Yuan saving them was a fact, when they realized that ye yuan 

might snatch away their lucky chance, they became vigilant. 

Gao Yuan was very pleased with himself when he saw the changes on everyone’s faces. 

Just now was just a major setback due to carelessness. As long as he was more careful, he did not fear 

those fiends in the slightest too. 

Get him to thank Ye Yuan, no chance! 

“Utterly shameless!’ Zheng Qi said furiously. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Head Elder, you don’t need to get angry. A gentleman is open and poised, a 

villain is calculative and worries about personal gains and losses. Let him be.” 

Ye Yuan understood that Gao Yuan this kind of person was a wicked-hearted person. 

His own heart was dark, looking at others was naturally dark too. 

No matter how good you were to him, he would also find a reason to lay out your faults. 

Toward this kind of person, best to stay far away. 

Of course, if there was a chance, Ye Yuan did not mind entrapping him and take revenge for Zheng Qi’s 

master. 

Swoosh! Swoosh! Swoosh! 



Suddenly, a large group of dark shadows rushed over, and just happened to block this party. They were 

precisely the fiend race powerhouses who left and returned. 

Di En said in a cold voice, “This kid indeed has some means, even the Soul Devouring Devil Cloud 

Formation couldn’t trap him! Luckily, we came back in time, otherwise, there would really be no end to 

future troubles!” 

The expressions of the human powerhouses changed drastically. They had just broken out of the grand 

array. Right now, their condition was not good, did not expect that the fiend race powerhouses actually 

left and returned. 

Furthermore, this time, it was their first time seeing the fiend race powerhouses’ lineup, which gave 

them a big fright. 

The fiend race’s side could be said to have powerhouses plentiful as clouds! 

Just in terms of numbers, it was several dozen more than their side! 

Furthermore, the fiend race’s high-level combat power was also much more compared to the human 

race’s. 

Just third-layered heaven Fiend Lord powerhouses, they had over a dozen people. 

This line-up made the human powerhouses feel despair. 

Heavenstar looked at Ye Yuan and said with a sinister smile, “Kid, didn’t expect it, right? That we’d still 

have a day where we meet again!” 

Actually, Ye Yuan had long seen Heavenstar through the Sun Moon Heavenly Pupil. Meeting at this time 

was not too surprising. 

A hint of a smile curled up at the corners of Ye Yuan’s mouth and he said, “Looking at your appearance, 

your resentment is a lot!” 

Heavenstar was triggered by Ye Yuan’s smile and exploded, “What do you think? The precious treasure 

on your, this old man will definitely take it back today! Additionally, this old man’s Profound Yellow 

Cauldron and your life, this old man will also accept it!” 

Di En also said coldly, “In this world, there has yet to be anyone who dares to play tricks on our Blood 

Yama Hall! Source Night brat, you’re very bold!” 

Ye Yuan said coolly, “If you have the capabilities, feel free to come and take!” 

Heavenstar sneered and said, “Kill for me! Leave no one behind!” 

The group of powerhouses was just about to make a move when Gao Yuan suddenly roared, “Hold on!” 

Heavenstar’s eyes narrowed slightly and he said, “Quickly spit out what you have!” 

Gao Yuan’s expression could not help turning stiff, and he endured his anger and said in a solemn voice, 

“You guys have a grudge with this brat, and this old man also has a grudge with this punk! Everybody 

came to Fiend Calling Ridge for the treasure that was born. Currently, the path ahead is still uncertain. 



Everybody should work together. We’ll hand this brat to you guys, then search for the treasure together. 

As for who gets the treasure, each relies on their own means! What do you all think?” 

Zheng Qi’s expression changed greatly when he heard that and said furiously, “Gao Yuan! You actually 

want to play jackal to the tiger and sell out your friend for personal gains!” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1624: Variant Deboning Great Ra 

heavenstar and di en exchanged a glance, their eyes revealing a hint of cunningness. 

these human powerhouses were indeed a pile of loose sand! 

heavenstar said, “huhu, this suggestion is not bad! but, in order to express your sincerity, you all have to 

take this punk down first.” 

the moment these words came out, everyone’s faces revealed hesitation looks. 

they had also seen through things. ye yuan had significant enmity with these fiend race powerhouses. 

if handing over could gloss things over and stay on good terms, everyone going for the treasure 

together, that would be for the best. 

zheng qi immediately blocked in front of ye yuan. unsheathing a long sword, he said in a cold voice, 

“whoever dares to touch ye yuan, step over from this old man’s corpse! gao yuan, even if this old man 

dies together, i’ll also drag you into the water!” 

gao yuan laughed coldly and said, “then you get buried together with him then! everyone saw it too. the 

fiends are overwhelming in numbers and can’t be overcome with force. everyone, take ye yuan down 

first!” 

zheng qi looked towards ling zikun and said in a cold voice, “ling zikun, what’s the meaning of this? we 

kindly came to assist you, but you’re going to carry out the hospitality of a host like this?” 

ling zikun let out a sigh and said, “brother zheng qi, this kid has already become the target of public 

censure, why must you be buried together with him? as long as we hand him over, everybody can get 

along peacefully.” 

ling zikun’s impression of ye yuan was not very good. 

being egged on by gao yuan at this time, plus being compelled by the circumstances, him changing side 

was also something within reason. 

however, what made ye yuan somewhat surprised was that at this time, his disciple, gu han, suddenly 

said, “master, without ye yuan, we couldn’t even get down the natural chasm. just now, he saved 

everyone’s lives too! as the host, if we show ingratitude for kindness like this, unless all the people here 

today die, otherwise, who would still dare to cooperate with our river eternal imperial city in the 

future?” 

ling zikun’s expression changed and sure enough, started to somewhat hesitate. 
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gao yuan gave a cold snort and said, “junior, it isn’t your turn to speak here! ling zikun, coming down 

here, everyone is just using each other! this kid bringing us down is merely wanting to rely on our 

strength. there isn’t any ungratefulness or treachery!” 

ling zikun was caught in the middle, his face had a difficult look. 

the fiend race powerhouses opposite were immediately dumbstruck with astonishment, all exchanging 

glances. 

this kind of situation was what they completely did not expect. 

the soul devouring devil cloud formation did not make these people slaughter each other. they did not 

expect that they schemed against each other and started to fight in the nest now. 

ye yuan who had been silent all along suddenly opened his mouth and said, “if i were you all, i’d worry 

about myself first!” 

gao yuan sneered and said, “punk, you’re trying to scare this old man? this kind of method, this old man 

has stopped playing more than 100 thousand years ago!” 

ye yuan shrugged his shoulders and did not have the intention of explaining. 

but in the next instant, a series of scurrying sounds suddenly came over. 

everyone’s faces changed. turning to look, their scalps involuntarily tingled. 

there was a large stretch of darkness all around, with no end in sight. they were already surrounded by a 

large group of rats! 

these rats were all incomparably huge. furthermore, the numbers were extremely high. 

these rats’ auras were not very powerful, only having the aura of rank three divine beasts. but such a 

large number made them feel in despair. 

“deboning great rat! these are deboning great rats! we ... we got caught in a rat tide!” gao yuan cried 

out sharply. 

his voice was too high, resulting in becoming somewhat squeaking. clearly, he had also fallen into 

immense terror in his heart. 

deboning great rats were very ferocious savage beasts. places that they passed through, not a blade of 

grass lived. 

encountering living things, they would definitely chomp until not even bone residue remained; hence, 

the name. 

those deboning great rats’ eyes emitted rays of red light in the gloomy darkness, giving people a very 

sinister feeling. 

everyone felt goosebumps breaking out all over, seemingly smelling the scent of death. 

“it’s over, it’s over! i ... i don’t want to die here!” 



“what to do? heard that encountering deboning great rats, there’s absolutely no reason to survive!” 

“why? why is it that under such a powerful forcefield, there is still deboning great rats, this kind of 

powerful existence, existing?” 

... 

the human’s side was panicking and already in a flustered mess. 

one scream of horror after another revealed the despair in their hearts. 

ye yuan said coolly, “you guys enjoy it well. this little lord won’t accompany you all to play any longer!” 

finished talking, there was a spatial laws undulation. ye yuan brought zheng qi and the rest and directly 

flew into the air. 

when everyone saw this scene, their eyeballs almost popped out. 

heavenstar and di en looked at ye yuan with incomparable shock and exclaimed, “spatial laws! he 

actually really comprehended spatial laws! this brat’s talent is truly too terrifying!” 

heavenstar knew that ye yuan drew parallels from inference, and understood a bit of superficial spatial 

laws. 

but now, for ye yuan to be able to fly in the air under this kind of powerful forcefield, it showed that his 

spatial laws comprehension was already very remarkable. 

how could this discovery not alarm him? 

one had to know, ye yuan was a guy who could trigger great dao heavenly melody. 

not only was this kid’s alchemy dao heaven-defying, but now, he also stepped onto a very terrifying road 

in martial dao. 

this was not good news to them. 

gao yuan revealed a fierce look and said in a solemn voice, “want to go?! how can it be that easy!” 

gao yuan released his aura and was about to smack towards the ye yuan and co. in the air. 

but his aura made those deboning great rats thoroughly erupt. 

swoosh! swoosh! swoosh! 

the massive rat tide swallowed the people up frenziedly. 

gao yuan had yet to have time to launch the attack and was already utterly engulfed by the frenzied rat 

tide. 

at his prime, he naturally came and went freely in this rat tide. 

but now, his realm was heavily suppressed, his strength greatly discounted. 

facing these powerful deboning great rats, he also felt rather taxed. 



the claws of deboning great rats were extremely sharp. furthermore, their skin and fur were extremely 

tough. 

even if one came out alone, challenging an origin deity realm powerhouse by itself was no problem at 

all, let alone such a terrifying number. 

“charge out in one go! if we get trapped here, there’s only death!” gao yuan roared wildly. 

the current gao yuan crisscrossed with sword energy, holding it in and rushed inside with a burst of 

power. 

his strength was powerful, the others immediately followed behind him without prior agreement, 

breaking through towards inside. 

the fiend race powerhouses also could not care about opposing the humans at this time, all sparing no 

effort to fight with the deboning great rats. 

but very soon, they discovered something amiss. 

these deboning great rats were not ordinary deboning great rats at all! 

these deboning great rats’ bodies carried a strange forcefield. furthermore, they could even respond 

and cooperate with each other across a great distance, making those martial artists’ footsteps become 

heavy. 

“these are all variants of deboning great rats! it’s over, with this, it’s thoroughly over!” someone 

exclaimed. 

puchi! 

a sharp claw directly tore that martial artist’s throat. 

then, a large group of huge rats rushed up. he no longer made a sound. 

below was bathed in blood, but ye yuan and the others flew in the air very leisurely. 

the more zheng qi looked below, the more struck with horror he became. 

this rat tide simply had no end in sight. 

in this long while that they flew, they actually had not seen the edge yet! 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1625: Combat Strength That Astonished the World! 

splash! 

as soon as they landed, gu han directly knelt down and kowtowed toward ye yuan. 

“elder ye, i beg you, save master!” gu han said with red eyes. 

when they came out earlier, ye yuan also brought gu han along conveniently. 
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being able to say those words at that time showed that this kid’s nature was not bad. it was just that he 

was too arrogant and willful in the past, that was why he would argue a point to death. 

ye yuan gave him a glance and said coolly, “your river eternal imperial city engages in close combat with 

fiend race territories and should be the most hostile. but when ling zikun encountered the fiend race, he 

actually still wanted to pretend to be polite and compliant. this kind of person, why should i save him?” 

not that ye yuan had a heart of stone, but that he really had enough of these people’s shamelessness. 

gu han gritted his teeth and said, “master has shown great kindness to me. i can’t watch him die here 

unfeelingly! elder ye ... if elder ye doesn’t save him, i’ll rush back!” 

ye yuan said coolly, “you go back then. i only saved you conveniently. if you seek death yourself, can i 

still stop you?” 

gu han’s blood surged, suddenly standing up, and rushed over to that side. 

but he had not walked a few steps when countless dark-red eyes swept over toward him. 

swoosh! swoosh! swoosh! 

a large group of deboning great rats rushed over toward him! 

gu han seemed to have been splashed by a basin of cold water, his entire body feeling penetratingly 

cold. 

at the same time, a powerful force field instantly enveloped him, making him unable to move a muscle. 

origin deity realms were simply too weak here. 

plop! 

gu han took a few steps back in fright but was stumbled by a rock. 

“h-help!” 

a figure flashed, a sharp edge appeared! 

puu, puu, puu ... 

with a single sword move, those variant deboning great rats were directly cut into two! 

ye yuan stood with a sword, his back turned to gu han as he said coolly, “still want to go back?” 

gu han’s head shook like a rattling drum, frightened until he kept trembling. 

only at this time did he truly realize how great the gap between him and ye yuan was. 

when he encountered these fierce beasts, he did not even have the courage to attack. 

but ye yuan killed them as easy as taking something out of his pocket! 

him going back was no different from courting death. 

swoosh! swoosh! swoosh! 



more and more variant deboning great rats were drawn by this side, rushing over to this side. 

ye yuan’s sword moved agilely, like a harvester, willfully reaping these deboning great rats’ lives. there 

was no enemy who could last one exchange at all. 

“relax, those few old fellows are each more shrewd than the last, each with a foundation deeper than 

the other. although these deboning great rats are powerful, wanting to kill them is probably still a little 

lacking,” ye yuan said indifferently as he brandished his sword. 

not just gu han, it was also zheng qi and heavenly eagle’s people’s first time seeing ye yuan make a 

move. they were similarly incomparably shocked in their hearts. 

ye yuan avoided gu han’s attacks with spatial laws and did not really make a move. 

but now, they finally knew how powerful ye yuan was! 

if ye yuan made a move back then, gu han probably could not even receive one move and would be 

insta-killed! 

“turns out that elder ye wasn’t powerful in spatial laws. his truly formidable aspect is on fusion of laws!” 

“to be able to fuse sword dao laws and spatial laws to this extent, elder ye is truly a genius among 

geniuses! this is even harder than solely comprehending spatial laws!” 

“very clearly, elder ye still has plenty more in his sack! really don’t know how powerful his strength will 

be if he goes all out!” 

... 

originally, when everyone saw ye yuan make a move, they still had the intention of going forward to 

help. 

but looking at it now, they did not need to take action at all. 

those deboning great rats could not approach him at all! 

these variant deboning great rats were existences that even divine lord realm powerhouses were very 

fearful of. ye yuan was actually like in his own backyard. 

in a blink, ye yuan slew hundreds of deboning great rats, but he was still calm and composed, unable to 

see the slightest hint of disorderly aura. 

suddenly, an enormous deboning great rat dashed out of the huge rat swarm, turning into a stream of 

flowing light and charged straight for ye yuan. 

“ye yuan, careful! this is a rank four fierce beast!” zheng qi cried out. 

finished talking, he was about to make a move to go help ye yuan. 

ye yuan suddenly spoke up, “none of you move! what i was waiting for was it!” 

everyone exchanged glances, eyes full of disbelief. 



facing a rank four deboning great rat, ye yuan did not retreat, but advanced instead, raising his sword 

and rushing over toward it. 

at this time, ye yuan’s aura skyrocketed, sword energy wispy and ethereal, shuttling back and forth in 

space. 

ye yuan’s sword dao laws had long broken through to fourth-layered heaven in the spatial inheritance! 

fourth-layered heaven sword dao laws fused with second-layered heaven spatial laws, this was 

unprecedented. 

its power had now reached the time to test it out! 

bang! bang! bang! 

ye yuan’s sword energy intersected with the deboning great rat’s sharp claws in midair. spiritual energy 

fluctuated, blasting those deboning great rats flying out. 

when heavenly eagle’s people saw this scene, each and every one of them was utterly stunned. 

“i ... what did i see? an origin deity realm martial artist actually fought to a draw with a rank four fierce 

beast?” 

“no, wait, my eyes must be blurry! rank four versus rank three is invincible, how can someone possibly 

break this curse?” 

“there’s actually such a freak in this world! so monstrous! elder ye is simply not human!” 

“elder ye is truly quiet when not making a move, the moment he makes his move, it’s earth-shattering 

and heaven-battering!” 

... 

rank four fierce beasts also evolved a small world within their bodies and were similarly able to use 

world power. 

and ye yuan actually fought to a draw with it! 

this kind of combat strength was simply inconceivable, shocking everyone’s jaws off. 

when ye yuan was at grotto profound deity realm, he had also once jumped realms and defeated a 

heaven glimpse deity realm powerhouse before. 

but that significance was completely extraordinary compared to now. 

to the vast majority of the people, this kind of battle across major realms was impossible. 

but there was a small minority of geniuses who could still rely on powerful law comprehensions to jump 

realms and defeat their opponents. 

when ye yuan was in the small world, those martial artists’ experience and knowledge naturally could 

not compare to the heavenspan world’s martial artists. 



but even in the heavenspan world, origin deity realm martial artist not being able to defeat divine lord 

realms was also an iron law! 

there had never been anybody who could break this iron law! 

from rank three to rank four, that was a qualitative metamorphosis. 

once martial artists possessed world power, that was truly possessing the qualifications to rule over a 

region because he could insta-kill all existences below his realm! 

therefore, the intensity of the astonishment in the hearts of heavenly eagle’s people could be imagined. 

ye yuan wielded the junyi sword, his entire person seemingly turning into a god of war. each sword 

came and went like a shadow, drifting from place to place. 

the misty sword art at this time was truly being performed by ye yuan to the peak! 

even rank four fierce beasts could only eat dust under ye yuan’s sword too! 

zheng qi’s eyes became wide-saucers, his mouth opened for a long time and could not close. 

now, even he was somewhat doubting how in the world heavenly eagle imperial city found such a freak. 

“i thought that i already had a clear understanding of ye yuan’s strength. but only now do i know that 

my understanding of him was merely the tip of the iceberg! this kid, giving us any surprises after this 

isn’t gonna be surprising!” zheng qi said with a bitter smile. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1626: Kill 

one man and one beast, they fought intensely in the wilderness. 

facing the deboning great rat’s world power, ye yuan did not fall into a disadvantage in the slightest. 

his thick and profound sword energy actually faintly had signs of breaking through the space. 

everyone’s shock could not be any greater, but ye yuan secretly sighed in his heart. 

him coming out this time, treasure hunting was just on the way. his real objective was still searching for 

the turning point of breakthrough. 

these deboning great rats’ appearance just nicely gave him the chance to hone himself. 

having a life-and-death battle with these powerful fierce beasts might be able to trigger his inspiration, 

and comprehend the fourth level cultivation method. 

but now, he threw a stone to find the path, but in the end, the stone fell into the sea. 

unleashing the misty sword art with the chaos heavenspan canon was indeed able to make him a match 

for rank four powerhouses. 

but he still could not find where the problem was. 

the current ye yuan seemed to have lost his bearings in the vast ocean. 
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seemed strong, but actually, his future was bleak. 

if he could not find the direction forward, then the strongest opponent that he could face in the future 

was also just first-layered heaven divine lord. 

“misty sword art, space rift condensed edge!” 

ye yuan gave a light cry, powerful fused laws were akin to an ice-breaking tip, instantly gouging through 

the world power of the rank four deboning great rat, pinning it firmly onto the ground. 

this space rift condensed edge move was the amalgamated strongest attack of ye yuan’s sword dao and 

spatial laws, and also ye yuan’s current strongest trump card. 

he fused spatial laws into his sword art. within the sword energy was adulterated with powerful spatial 

rift force. it could be said to be a full display of his ability. 

coupled with the attack augmentation of the junyi sword, this divine lord mystic treasure, that was why 

ye yuan could penetrate the defenses of a rank four fierce beast. 

that rank four deboning great rat laid on the ground, convulsing non-stop. it was apparent that it could 

not survive. 

when everyone saw this scene, their eyeballs almost popped out. 

the sharp edge of that sword actually made them feel their hearts somewhat palpitate. 

especially first-layered heaven divine lord martial artists, their gazes when looking at ye yuan currently 

actually became somewhat fearful. 

an origin deity realm martial artist actually killed a rank four fierce beast. this was simply inconceivable. 

one had to know, when they faced a rank four fierce beast, they also did not dare say that they could 

definitely win! 

this was also to say that ye yuan similarly had the ability to kill them! 

ye yuan put away his sword and stood there, that slightly skinny body became incomparably tall and big 

in everyone’s eyes. 

“elder ye is so ... so strong!” 

“origin deity slaying divine lord, it’s simply unheard of!” 

“turns out that origin deity realms can actually be powerful to such an extent!” 

“spatial laws is indeed a supreme law, to actually have such power! if i can comprehend a trace of 

superficial knowledge, it would be good!” 

... 

those deacons and protectors all marveled with amazement, being deeply astounded by ye yuan. 

zheng qi’s gaze flickered and he slowly said, “for ye yuan to be able to kill a rank four fierce beast, what 

he relied on wasn’t just spatial laws! his cultivation method is incomparably profound. that’s why it 



could support that kind of martial technique! i feel that ye yuan’s truly formidable aspect is still the 

cultivation method that he cultivates!” 

when everyone heard that, they could not help getting a shock. 

what kind of cultivation method inheritance could let an origin deity realm defeat a rank four fierce 

beast? 

this cultivation method was a little too perverse, right? 

zheng qi’s eyes were like torches. seeing the hint of disappointment on ye yuan’s face, he could not help 

being secretly surprised in his heart. 

combat strength so overwhelming, could it be that this kid was still not satisfied? 

this kind of disappointment was not deliberately displayed. 

ye yuan clearly wanted to hide this kind of dejection but was perceived by zheng qi. 

what in the world was this boy pursuing? 

gu han had long forgotten about the matter of saving his master to the ninth sphere of the heavens. 

he was shocked by ye yuan’s might until he was a mass of bruises. 

ye yuan’s return could not avoid being clustered around by everyone. he just smiled, appearing 

somewhat forced. 

bang! bang! bang! 

suddenly, a series of explosions came from amidst the beast horde, blasting those deboning great rats 

all over the sky. 

swoosh! swoosh! swoosh! 

a series of figures suddenly charged out from the encirclement of the beasts. 

the person in the lead was precisely gao yuan! 

currently, he was bathed in blood, clearly having suffered considerable injuries. 

these deboning great rats were nothing to ye yuan, but they were very fatal to others. 

furthermore, these variant deboning great rats even had a strange forcefield, catching people off-guard. 

“master!” 

when gu han saw ling zikun rushing out of the heavy encirclement, he could not help being overjoyed, 

and hurriedly sprinted over to support him. 

when gao yuan saw ye yuan, his eyes immediately turned bloodshot from anger, his face contorted, 

wishing to devour him whole. 

however, he just roared loudly, “quickly go! there’s a middle-stage rank four rat king chasing after 

behind!” 



zheng qi’s expression could not help changing when he heard that and he said in a solemn voice, 

“everybody, quickly go!” 

a large group of people took off madly, unleashing even their strength to suckle at the teat. 

suddenly, they discovered that there was no more sound behind them, that was why they stopped. 

a series of great battles, plus this while of mad sprinting, the group was already dead tired. 

originally, the two races, their teams had mighty contingents of several hundred people. at this time, it 

was already less than half. 

clearly, there were quite a number of people who fell in the deboning great rat swarm. even their bones 

probably could not be found anymore. 

with this halting, the gazes of heavenstar, di en, gao yuan, and the rest, all landed on ye yuan. 

they were naturally not some well-intentioned looks. those were looks that wanted to flay ye yuan alive 

and swallow him whole. 

these people pulled out even their coffin money in order to escape. it could be said to be heavy losses. 

looking at ye yuan again, not even a trace of dirt could be found from head to tie! 

this strong contrast made them feel very unbalanced in their hearts. 

“gao yuan, our fiend race agrees to form an alliance with you! our current target is this punk!” 

heavenstar said in a solemn voice. 

when gao yuan heard that, a hint of a hideous smile flashed across the corners of his mouth and he said, 

“okay! ling zikun, how about you? this kid deliberately saved your disciple, but left you there! you 

wouldn’t want to defend him still, right?” 

ling zikun revealed a conflicted look. glancing at gu han, he suddenly said, “forget it, ye yuan save my 

pupil, it’s equivalent to saving this old man! this time, this old man is standing on his side!” 

ling zikun was somewhat regretting it now. if he also stood on ye yuan’s side firmly before, their river 

eternal imperial city also would not have suffered grievous losses. 

since ye yuan brought gu han out, he would definitely also bring them out. 

gu han was the disciple that he valued the most, he poured in a great deal of painstaking effort. 

if not for ye yuan, if gu han fell into the deboning great rats’ encirclement, he would definitely die 

without a burial ground. 

therefore, now, he wanted to stand on ye yuan’s side. 

gao yuan’s expression was livid, not expecting that it was actually this outcome. 

“humph! ling zikun, since that’s the case, then let’s each go our own way now! you’ll take the open road 

and i’ll walk my single log bridge! this battle likely can’t be avoided anymore!” gao yuan threatened. 

ling zikun drew a deep breath and said, “fight then! gu han, you retreat to one side.” 



zheng qi looked at gao yuan and said in a cold voice, “gao yuan, you despicable villain! to actually want 

to collude with a different race to slaughter your own compatriots! today, let’s settle old scores and new 

together!” 

done talking, zheng qi held his sword out and stepped forward, charging over toward gao yuan. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1627: One Against Five 

if it was a normal circumstance, zheng qi was naturally not gao yuan’s match. 

but gao yuan was currently wounded. it was not a minor injury, so his strength greatly diminished. 

meanwhile, zheng qi had the strength to fight. 

zheng qi attacked with fury, each move not without targeting vital parts of the body. 

gao yuan was not zheng qi’s match at this time at all, being repeatedly forced back. 

when heavenstar saw the situation, he said with a stern cry, “kill ye yuan for me!” 

how could the two forces still hold back, battling into groups one after another? 

even though the fiend race plus utmost peace imperial city, they had the advantage in numbers, 

heavenly eagle imperial city won in that they virtually did not have any expenditure. 

at peak state currently, dealing with those remnant soldiers and generals was naturally nothing difficult. 

heavenly eagle imperial city’s dozen over people plus river eternal imperial city’s large numbers, both 

sides actually fought until they were evenly-matched. 

however, in the end, ye yuan’s side was still lacking in numbers, missing five first-layered heaven divine 

lord powerhouses. 

these five people surrounded ye yuan in the center, using gazes like looking at a dead person to look at 

ye yuan. 

the person in the lead said in a solemn voice, “source night, during last time, there was the blood yama 

hall protecting you. so this fiend lord couldn’t do anything to you. but today, you must die!” 

ye yuan gave him a glance and he asked confusedly, “do we know each other?” 

that person said in a cold voice, “you don’t know me, but you killed the prince that i’m most proud of! 

today, this score, we should settle it!” 

the moment ye yuan heard, he came to a realization. 

it turned out that this guy was ka xin’s father, capone capital city’s city lord, ka long! 

“huhu, my life is right here, take it away if you have the ability,” ye yuan said indifferently. 

right now, gao yuan and heavenstar fought two on one, before barely managing to be roughly on par 

with zheng qi. 

gao yuan glimpsed at this side and was immediately overjoyed. 
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five first-layered heaven divine lords dealing with an origin deity realm, even if he comprehended spatial 

laws, it was certain death too! 

gao yuan laughed loudly as he said, “haha, that cocky brat is about to die right away. aren’t you going to 

save him? oh, right, you can’t go, hahaha …” 

zheng qi sneered and said, “ye yuan doesn’t need me to go and save at all!” 

gao yuan chortled and said, “hahaha, don’t need you to go save? then who’s saving him? heaven? 

hahaha …” 

zheng qi smiled coldly and said, “you’d best take care of yourself first!” 

even though the numbers were a bit much, zheng qi felt that the numbers were not a problem at all. 

since ye yuan could kill a rank four fierce beast, then the number of people was not a deciding factor. 

gao yuan’s punch seemed to have landed on cotton every single time. it was very depressing for him. 

“brat, this fiend lord is here to take your life!” 

ka long laughed savagely. lifting his hand, it was a punch, slamming over toward ye yuan. 

this punch encompassed world power, the power extremely formidable. 

ordinary origin deity realm martial artists were absolutely out of luck under this punch. 

but sadly, ye yuan was not an ordinary origin deity realm martial artist. 

ye yuan’s spatial laws unfolded, easily avoiding this punch. 

the other four people knew that ye yuan knew spatial laws. they immediately blocked all of ye yuan’s 

paths of retreat, and they rushed over toward him. 

with five great first-layered heaven divine lord realm powerhouses, violent world power reverberated in 

this region of space. 

however, ye yuan did not have the intention of running away at all. 

the moment junyi sword came out, sword energy crisscrossed! 

rumble! 

all of a sudden, ye yuan’s aura skyrocketed. one of the four people was caught off-guard and was 

directly sent flying out by ye yuan. 

ka long and the other three people only felt their chrysanthemum[1] clench, being stunned by the scene 

before their eyes. 

what did they see? 

an origin deity realm martial artist sent a divine lord realm powerhouse flying with one sword? 

this joke was not funny at all! 



however, ye yuan did not give them time to be shocked. a sword arrived again, rushing over toward ka 

long. 

a powerful sword energy pounced from head-on. ka long’s expression changed wildly, instantly bucking 

up 120% to deal with it. 

rumble! 

the collision of world power and sword energy, evenly-matched! 

ka long’s heart shook violently and he roared, “everybody, don’t underestimate the enemy! this kid … 

this kid has the strength to kill first-layered heaven fiend lord!” 

this roar of his transmitted into everyone’s ears. 

apart from heavenly eagle imperial city and gu han, the others were all shocked. 

zheng qi smiled coldly and said, “saw that? ye yuan doesn’t need heaven to save him. he can save 

himself!” 

gao yuan’s eyeballs nearly popped out. the shock in his heart could not be any greater. 

how can an origin deity realm defeat a first-layered heaven divine lord? 

hang on! 

that fiend race fiend lord powerhouse said that ye yuan had the strength to kill a first-layered heaven 

fiend lord, and not to defeat one! 

gao yuan keenly captured the intricacies in ka long’s words and was even more incomparably shocked in 

his heart. 

“kill him! five of you rank four powerhouses, could it be that you can’t even take care of an origin deity 

realm?” gao yuan roared madly. 

ka long’s face fell, very unhappy with gao yuan’s words. 

a human actually dared to tell him what to do. 

but now was clearly not the time to haggle over this. the most important thing right now was still killing 

ye yuan! 

“everybody, be more careful, and play it safe! don’t give him any chance to take advantage of the 

situation!” ka long was also very experienced, immediately communicating with the other four people, 

changing the battle tactic. 

the five people surrounded ye yuan and no longer advanced rashly like before, but planned on having a 

protracted battle with ye yuan. 

but how could ye yuan be led by the nose by them? 

his figure drifted from place to place, suddenly left and right, forcing the five people to teeter on their 

feet. 



ye yuan’s misty sword art made a showy display of its ability, but each move’s trajectory could not be 

predicted, causing a tremendous problem to the five. 

fortunately, the five people were all veteran rank four powerhouses. there were even two who were 

suppressed at the third-layered heaven divine lord realm, barely managing to persist in battle. 

ye yuan fought one versus five and actually faintly took the upper-hand. 

gao yuan, heavenstar, di en, and the rest, they were all incredibly shocked in their hearts. they 

completely did not expect that the battle would develop into the current situation. 

according to their plans, as long as they killed ye yuan, this battle could also end. everyone could search 

for treasures in peace. 

but now, both parties were actually deadlocked! 

puchi! 

suddenly, blood splattered! 

a moment of carelessness, that divine lord realm martial artist who was severely wounded by ye yuan 

previously was actually stabbed right through by ye yuan with a sword move. it was obvious that he was 

dead due to the move just now. 

when ka long and the rest saw this scene, their scalps could not help tingling. 

with five against one, not only were they not able to suppress an origin deity realm martial artist, the 

other party killed a person instead! 

this result was simply fantastical. 

when gao yuan and the rest saw this scene, their hearts shook violently too. 

they all realized that ye yuan was not just a supporting cast among their party, but had a standing that 

belonged to himself. 

under the situation where realms were suppressed, ye yuan could go one-on-five. this combat strength 

was sufficient to let him have a certain right to speak! 

bang! 

gao yuan shook off zheng qi and said in a cold voice, “stop! all don’t fight anymore!” 

heavenstar and di en also stopped the fiend race powerhouses. this fierce fighting finally stopped. 

zheng qi smiled coldly and said, “you want to fight and we fight, you want to stop and we stop, who do 

you think we are?” 

gao yuan’s face fell and he said, “we already have heavy casualties! keep on fighting, nobody can think 

about getting the treasure! this old man admits that i’ve underestimated this boy! now, everyone, 

abandon your prejudices. wait until we find the treasure, it’s not late for everybody to fight it out 

again!” 



Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1628: Absolute Magnetism Black Tortoise 

gao yuan’s words made everyone fall silent. 

compared to killing ye yuan, finding the lucky chance was clearly the most important thing. 

the reason why they had the thought of killing ye yuan was that they felt that ye yuan’s strength was 

weak, easy to bully. 

who could have thought that ye yuan’s strength was actually so formidable, taking on five great divine 

lord powerhouses alone, and actually even killed one? 

this kind of strength, who still dared to overlook his existence? 

one had to know, these few big shots were not some half-step celestial deities or ninth-layered heaven 

divine lords. they were just third-layered heaven or fourth-layered heaven divine lords. 

even if they were much stronger than ordinary third and fourth-layered heaven divine lords, they also 

did not dare to overlook an existence like ye yuan. 

continuing killing at this rate, apart from both sides sustaining heavy losses, there was no second path to 

take. 

zheng qi snorted coldly and said, “old ignorant thing, you colluded with the fiend race to deal with your 

compatriots! when everybody gets out of here, i’ll see how you give an account to the people of the 

world!” 

but gao yuan was indifferent as he said coolly, “that will also have to have you be able to go out of here 

before talking!” 

ling zikun naturally did not wish to fight to the bitter end too and stepped forward at this time and said, 

“since that’s the case, then we’ll cease for the time being. everyone, search for the treasure together! ye 

yuan, do you have any objections?” 

finished talking, he looked at ye yuan. 

clearly, ye yuan’s opinion currently occupied a lot of weight. 

ye yuan nodded and said, “i have no objections.” 

when everyone saw that ye yuan was like so, they all heaved a long sigh in relief. 

they came here in order to search for lucky chances and not to risk their lives. 

if they did not even see what the treasure looks like, then this life was also lost too worthlessly. 

heavenstar said, “since that’s the case, everybody, continue ahead!” 

ye yuan said coolly, “if i were you guys, i’d nurse my injuries before advancing.” 

heavenstar snorted coldly and said, “brat, why should i listen to you?” 

ye yuan shrugged his shoulders and said, “then you leave. i don’t wish to court death.” 
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di en held heavenstar and asked ye yuan, “right now, all of us are ants on the same rope. any ideas you 

have, why not say it out?” 

ye yuan rolled his eyes and said, “you’re the ant! your whole family members are ants! who’s on the 

same rope as you? don’t think that this little lord doesn’t know what you all are planning. want to 

scheme against this little lord, no chance!” 

di en could not help choking when he heard that. he discovered that this boy was too cunning. it seemed 

like their thoughts could not hide from the other party at all. 

it was naturally impossible for them to let ye yuan go just like that. as long as there was a chance, they 

would still finish off ye yuan. 

it was merely that the most important thing among everything right now was still searching for the 

treasure, that was how the two races reached a delicate balance. 

“just now, those deboning great rats chased and chased and disappeared. it’s not that they couldn’t 

catch up, it’s definitely because there’s an even more powerful existence here! in reality, we might have 

already entered another powerful existence’s territory!” ye yuan said. 

ye yuan’s words made everyone’s face change. 

they ran desperately for their lives just now and did not pay attention to this at all. 

now, with ye yuan reminding, they abruptly startled awake. 

bang! bang! bang! 

his voice had yet to fade when a series of heaven-shaking footsteps came over. an enormous tortoise 

appeared in front of everyone. 

when everyone saw this tortoise, their faces immediately became ugly. 

this tortoise’s aura was extremely powerful. it actually looked like late-stage rank four. 

if everyone’s strength was not suppressed, they could still deal with it. 

but right now, the strongest was also merely gao yuan, this fourth-layered heaven divine lord. 

furthermore, he was still injured and could not unleash much strength at all. 

“roar!” 

an earth-shaking roar came over, shocking the surrounding rocks until it fell. 

gao yuan’s expression changed suddenly as he said, “damn it, why would there be such a powerful fierce 

beast in this abyss!” 

heavenstar’s face fell and he said, “the stronger the fierce beast guarding the treasure sure, the more 

valuable the treasure is! even though this large tortoise is powerful, its reaction is slow. we’ll use speed 

to shake it off!” 



everyone’s eyes lit up when they heard it, but saw that gao yuan already turned into a stream of flowing 

light, attempting to circle around the large tortoise! 

“go!” heavenstar roared and immediately followed after. 

at this time, everyone used their means, urging their speed to the limits, attempting to bypass the large 

tortoise. 

zheng qi was just about to move, but saw that ye yuan did not budge an inch, and could not help saying 

puzzledly, “ye yuan, the treasure shouldn’t be far away. if we still don’t go, it’s going to be snatched by 

them!” 

ye yuan smiled and said, “no rush, this absolute magnetism black tortoise isn’t that easy to deal with.” 

zheng qi’s gaze turned intent, looking over with a sidelong glance again. 

he saw that absolute magnetism black tortoise suddenly opened its mouth. rays of massive light balls 

instantly spewed out. 

bang! bang! bang! 

these light balls were like cannonballs, flying around, blasting until the rocks on both sides fell one after 

another. 

this abyss forcefield was extremely powerful. the rocks fell, its power extraordinary. 

“argh!!” 

a fiend race powerhouse was struck by a large piece of rock, uttering a scream, and directly fell silent. 

even his fiend soul did not escape too. 

for some time, rocks flew everywhere, sparks flying in all directions. 

when the black tortoise raged, blood flowed like rivers[1]! 

in a blink, these divine lord realm powerhouses’ casualties became more than half again. 

gao yuan and the other powerhouses just ran halfway but retreated at an even faster speed, their 

expressions being incomparably ugly. 

this was really one man guarding the pass, ten thousand were unable to get through. 

“what the hell is this? how can it be so strong?” gao yuan said in a solemn voice. 

“don’t know, i’ve never seen before either!” heavenstar said with an ugly expression. 

“no wonder those deboning great rats didn’t dare to chase after us! it turns out that there’s such a 

terrifying existence here! even when we’re at our prime, we’re probably not this large tortoise’s match 

too!” di en said in a solemn. 

“damn it, the treasure is about to come into our hands. could it be that we have to turn tail and go back 

here?” qiao an’s expression was also ugly as he said. 



ye yuan said coolly, “absolute magnetism black tortoises are extremely rare and prefer to live in places 

with strong magnetic fields the most. the origin magnetic field here is what absolute magnetism black 

tortoises like the most. it can make use of the origin magnetic field and spiritual energy here to create 

powerful spiritual energy cannons. old man gao, even at your prime, you’re likely not his match in this 

place too.” 

gao yuan gritted his teeth and said, “turns out that you’ve long known about this damn thing! so that’s 

why you kept quiet and waited! you want to let us be cannon fodders!” 

ye yuan rolled his eyes and said, “so what if yes? i wish that you get sprayed to death by it! have i ... 

concealed it before?” 

“you!” gao yuan choked when he heard that, nearly stifling out internal injuries. 

“humph! this old man can’t get through, could it be that you can still get through? with such a powerful 

thing, you and i can forget about getting the treasure!” gao yuan said in a cold voice. 

ye yuan shrugged his shoulders and said, “you’re thinking too much! you think that if you go over, you 

can get the treasure?” 

gao yuan’s face changed and he said, “what do you mean?” 

ye yuan smiled and said, “are you really dumb? or pretending to be really dumb? able to nurture such a 

powerful fierce beast, how can the treasure born here possibly just be a xiantian divine lord mystic 

treasure? do you feel that such a treasure can be obtained by you, a measly half-step celestial deity?” 

when everyone heard that, their faces could not help changing greatly. 

right then, a stream of spiritual energy condensed and formed into an enormous sword, as if coming 

from beyond the horizon, flying straight for the absolute magnetism black tortoise! 

rumble! 

the absolute magnetism black tortoise’s massive body was directly chopped and scattered all over the 

place. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1629: Killing People at a Word of Disagreemen 

“roar, roar!” 

absolute magnetism black tortoise was smashed flying and immediately fell into a berserk state. 

a figure leaped and arrived, standing with his hands behind his back, with the air of a grandmaster. 

when everyone saw this figure, they all turned pale with fright. 

a half-step celestial deity! 

under the situation where realm was suppressed and still have half-step celestial deity’s boundary, plus 

being able to withstand the powerful forcefield and fly in the air, what was it if not a celestial deity 

powerhouse? 
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“second grand elder!” 

“song yu!” 

ling zikun and gao yuan virtually shouted in unison. 

it was just that ling zikun had a happy look while gao yuan’s expression was very ugly. 

this song yu and gao yuan were roughly powerhouses of the same generation, so gao yuan recognized at 

a glance. 

it was just that song yu’s talent was greater than gao yuan’s and already broke through to celestial deity 

realm several tens of thousands of years ago. 

his appearance made gao yuan have an impulse to swear. 

hearing ling zikun’s yell, everyone’s faces could not help becoming ugly. 

“song yu, what’s the meaning of your river eternal imperial city? since there’s a celestial deity 

powerhouse acting personally, still finding us to be cannon fodders?” gao yuan said in a solemn voice. 

this time, apart from river eternal imperial city, the other people’s faces all revealed indignant 

expressions. 

clearly, gao yuan’s words hit the bottom of their hearts. this feeling of being exploited made them very 

displeased. 

that second grand elder song yu maintained very well, looking just like a middle-aged person. 

he gave gao yuan a glance and said coolly, “gao yuan, you don’t make wild accusations! divine lord 

realm has divine lord realm rules, celestial deity realm also has celestial deity realm rules. getting you 

guys over is firstly, to render assistance. secondly, it’s to gift you all a lucky chance. if you all can obtain 

the lucky chance, this seat naturally won’t intervene. but now, do you feel that you still have hope? this 

lucky chance is already not what you all can have a finger in.” 

not just gao yuan, the expressions on the other people’s faces became ugly. 

what song yu said was right. with this absolute magnetism black tortoise blocking the path, they did not 

have hopes of passing through at all. 

forcefully rushing through was no different from courting death. 

song yu continued, “gao yuan, you wouldn’t naively think that i’m the only celestial deity here, right?” 

gao yuan’s entire body trembled, his eyes revealing a look of despair. 

actually, when he saw this absolute magnetism black tortoise, gao yuan already knew that this lucky 

chance was not what he could have a share in. 

but he still harbored the mentality of getting lucky, hoping to be able to charge inside. 

the other people’s thoughts were similar to his. it was just that reality was very cruel. 



done talking, song yu said in a clear voice, “already came, come on out. don’t need this seat to 

personally invite you all to reveal yourselves, right?” 

the surroundings were still silent, no one responded to song yu’s words. 

song yu gave a cold snort and casually fired out two rays of sword light. 

whoosh! 

the sword lights tore through the air, directly shattering the rock walls into smithereens. 

a sinister-looking fiend race powerhouse stepped out of the air and said in a cold voice, “heh, song yu 

brat, you dare to make a move against this old man, are you tired of living?” 

when qiao an saw this fiend powerhouse, he could not help being greatly roused as he said, “lord ka 

suo! 

by the side, ye yuan’s gaze turned cold, staring fixedly at that fiend race powerhouse. 

this guy was the main culprit who instigated kanuo to invade the immortal grove region! 

ye yuan also did not expect to actually meet him here. 

it was just too bad, his current strength was not sufficient to kill the other party at all. 

“humph! you, this old fellow, lived to a ripe old age and is also merely first-layered heaven celestial 

deity, what are you being cocky for?” song yu said with a cold snort. 

ka suo sneered and said, “brat, old ginger is spicier than young ones! you enjoyed success since young. 

but a moment of carelessness and you’ll suffer a big loss!” 

song yu said coolly, “enough crap, let’s showcase our true abilities! lei yi, what do you say?” 

at this time, another person stepped out of the void. it was precisely the other direction of song yu’s 

sword finger. 

this person was a human powerhouse, his face seemed quite aged. he was shockingly a half-step 

celestial deity powerhouse too. 

lei yi gave song yu a glance and said coolly, “i’m only here for the xiantian mystic treasure. the rest has 

nothing to do with me!” 

song yu snorted coldly and said, “selfish and egotistic person! enough nonsense, take care of this beast 

first before talking!” 

lei yi darted him a glance and did not refute, seemingly very disdainful. 

the moment three great celestial deity powerhouses appeared, the others did not even dare to breathe 

loudly. 

even though these three people were all first-layered heaven celestial deity cultivation, they were god 

knows how many times stronger than gao yuan, this half-step celestial deity. 



even though their realms were suppressed too, it was also merely suppressed to the realm of half-step 

celestial deity. 

“heh, at least you’re sensible! everything, wait until seeing the xiantian mystic treasure before talking. 

this old man is very much looking forward to this treasure!” ka suo said with a smile. 

“roar, roar, roar!” 

the absolute magnetism black tortoise seemed to have heard the three people’s words and started 

roaring crazily. 

only to see him open his gaping maws. a series of incomparably massive spiritual energy cannons 

blasted towards the three people. 

this power was even greater than before. 

“hump! ignorant beast!” 

song yu gave a cold snort. lifting his hand, an enormous sword fired out. 

the other two people did not hold back either, each displaying their abilities. 

for a moment, spiritual energy flew everywhere in this canyon. 

bang! bang! bang! 

how could the absolute magnetism black tortoise be the three people’s match, directly being badly 

beaten? 

however, he did not suffer overly severe injuries. 

ka suo’s face fell and said, “this large tortoise has coarse skin and thick flesh. we can’t budge it at all. 

we’d best not tangle with him and directly rush over!” 

the other two people nodded their heads and did not object. 

but right then, ka suo’s gaze suddenly swept over toward ye yuan. 

ye yuan’s entire body tensed up as if being stared at by a venomous snake. 

without the slightest hesitation, ye yuan turned around and fled! 

ka suo laughed coldly and said, “kid, no matter what grudge you have with me, this old man doesn’t 

wish to leave a disaster alive in this world!” 

done talking, ka suo pointed a finger. a burst of force tore across the sky, virtually catching up to ye yuan 

in an instant. 

ka suo just casually attacked, but to ye yuan, it was a fatal killing move! 

everyone could not react. when zheng qi reacted to it, this force already arrived in front of ye yuan. 

“ye yuan!” zheng qi roared. 



the corners of ka suo’s mouth curled slightly as if already seeing the scene of ye yuan being blasted into 

dregs. 

he knew that ye yuan knew spatial laws, but so what? 

in front of a celestial deity realm powerhouses, spatial laws were not easy to use either! 

rumble! 

sparks flew everywhere, this burst of power directly exploded in midair. 

the smoke disappeared, ye yuan’s figure was long gone already. 

the corners of ka suo’s mouth curled slightly and he said, “brat who doesn’t know the immensity of 

heaven and earth, to actually dare inquire about this old man’s intel from the blood yama hall! courting 

death!” 

with song yu’s strength, he could naturally stop ka suo, but he did not. 

because he felt that ye yuan was a latent threat to river eternal imperial city. 

such a monster was seriously too terrifying. 

good that he died! 

“this kid is rather interesting. so many people, it seemed like only he discovered us,” song yu said coolly. 

ka suo smiled coldly and said, “so what if discovered? playing with fire in front of celestial deity 

powerhouses, isn’t it a very normal thing to burn themselves to death? old punk, what are you looking 

at? keep looking and you believe this old man will kill you too?” 

the latter half of the sentence, ka suo was talking to zheng qi. 

zheng qi’s gaze when looking at ka suo now was full of rage. 

ye yuan was actually killed right under his eyelids just like that! 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1630: Origin Magnetic Divine Mountain 

zheng qi, ning tianping, and heavenly eagle imperial city’s powerhouses looked toward ka suo, each and 

every one of their eyes spewing fire. 

ye yuan was heavenly eagle imperial city’s future, but he was actually killed by another person just like 

that! 

they dared to get angry but did not dare to speak. 

ka suo was too strong! 

if not looking on account of song yu’s face, ka suo would probably exterminate them together as well. 

killing ye yuan was one thing, killing zheng qi them all were another matter. 

this point, ka suo understood it. so he did not make a move. 
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“already resolved the little bug, so let’s go,” ka suo said indifferently as if having done a very ordinary 

thing. 

song yu two people nodded their heads and moved forward together with ka suo. 

the three people bombarded wildly along the way, blasting the absolute magnetism black tortoise until 

it was utterly routed, not having the strength to retaliate at all. 

however, this absolute magnetism black tortoise’s defense was really powerful. no matter how they 

bombarded, it would not die. 

those divine lord realm powerhouses were all incredibly stunned from watching and had a direct visual 

understanding of a celestial deity realm powerhouse. 

celestial deity realm powerhouses were seriously too strong. 

even if their cultivation was suppressed, they were still so powerful, and could even fly in the air still. 

very soon, the three people vanished from everyone’s line of sight. 

the expression on gao yuan’s face was very conflicted. hesitating for a bit, his figure moved, speeding 

over toward the depths of the canyon. 

some people shrink back and just took no action altogether. they started meditating on the spot. 

“head elder, what should we do?” ning tianping asked zheng qi. 

zheng qi had a sorrowful look as he said, “i let ye yuan down! i shouldn’t have dragged him into the 

water! now ... what to do now?” 

ning tianping also said, “head elder, this matter isn’t your fault, it’s all that fiend!” 

zheng qi gritted his teeth and said, “i hate it! master’s enemy is right in front of me, but i’m powerless to 

take revenge! now, ye yuan was killed in my presence and i also don’t have the ability to take revenge 

for him! i ... i’m too useless!” 

heavenly eagle’s people all had rueful looks, deeply feeling the same. 

everyone all did not detect a speck of dust flying lightly by them, drifting over towards the depths of the 

canyon. 

... 

three figures flew toward the depths of the canyon. 

“that kid just now, there are likely quite a few secrets on him. dying is somewhat a pity,” song yu said. 

“that’s of course! that kid could disguise as a fiend and not be discovered by people, and can even 

attract great dao heavenly melody. now, he also comprehended spatial laws, how can there possibly be 

no secrets on him?” ka suo said. 

“then you killed him just like that?” song yu said. 

“otherwise? will you watch me take him away before your eyes?” ka suo answered with a question. 



“that’s naturally impossible!” song yu said with a smile. 

“then isn’t that enough! this kind of latent danger, best to die earlier! although i covet the secrets on 

him, i cherish my life more. perhaps i don’t need to wait for him to reach celestial deity realm and he’d 

have the ability to come and find me,” ka suo’s eyes narrowed slightly as he said. 

clearly, the talent that ye yuan displayed already made him feel scared. 

actually, ka suo also did not expect to be able to run into ye yuan here. 

the few of them had been following behind the battalion all the way and took their situation into their 

sights. 

when heavenstar and di en exposed ye yuan’s identity, ka suo became alert. 

the commotion that ye yuan caused back then at the fiend race was too big. the blood yama hall also 

told ka suo the matter of ye yuan inquiring about information for the first time ever. 

but source night this identity was clearly a fake identity, ka suo had nowhere to start searching too. 

all the way until today, in an accident arising from many causes, he actually ran into ye yuan. 

if it was merely like this, forget it. but the heaven-defying talent that ye yuan displayed along the way 

made ka suo really frightened. 

origin deity realm and he could rival five great first-layered heaven divine lord powerhouses. allow him 

to carry on developing, how could that do?” 

what was even more damnable was that ye yuan’s cultivation speed was too fast. 

at the current rate of cultivation speed, him breaking through to celestial deity realm was also right 

around the corner! 

this kind of latent threat, ka suo did not dare to allow it to grow unchecked. 

since he encountered it this time, he naturally had to kill him in the cradle. 

song yu just nodded his head. he understood ka suo’s action very well. 

if it were him, he would also do the same. 

song yu’s eyes swiveled and he said with a smile that was not a smile, “there are a few little tails 

following behind!” 

ka suo said disdainfully, “just a few small fries. they can’t stir up any waves. if they aren’t sensible, 

eliminate them directly.” 

song yu smiled and said, “these fools always overestimate their own ability, thinking that they can get 

some petty gains. but getting petty gains will cost their lives!” 

suddenly, the three people’s expressions changed. a powerful forcefield pressed over. 

the three people’s figures suddenly sunk and could no longer stabilize their figures, falling straight down. 



after the surprise, the three people’s faces revealed a look of wild ecstasy. 

“looks like it’s not far away! this kind of undulation is at least xiantian celestial deity mystic treasure!” ka 

suo said excitedly. 

song yu’s face also revealed wild elation as he said, “it’s absolutely a xiantian celestial deity mystic 

treasure!” 

after the ecstasy, the relationship between the three people immediately became delicate. 

a strange atmosphere started spreading between the three. 

the calm and collected appearance from before immediately turned into vigilance. 

swoosh! 

song yu was young in the end and finally could not resist moving. 

ka suo laughed sinisterly and suddenly attacked. 

at this time, lei yi wanted to take advantage of the two people’s fight and secretly sneak in. 

however, how could the other two do as he wished, and actually both blasted over towards him? 

for some time, the three people clashed together, tangled into a mess. 

the great battle of three great half-step celestial deity powerhouses, that battle situation was truly 

earth-shaking. 

but the three people’s strengths were not much different, nobody could do anything to the other. 

bang! bang! bang! 

the clash of powerful world power shook until debris flew everywhere. 

the three people swept forward as they fought. 

suddenly, rays of faint light halos came over ahead. the three people only felt a tremendous pressure, 

their movements also stagnated significantly. 

far away, a dark hill was upright on a platform, emitting an undulation that shook the soul. 

that powerful forcefield was emitted by precisely this small hill! 

“origin magnetic divine light! that ... that’s an origin magnetic divine mountain! hahaha ... this place 

actually gave birth to an origin magnetic divine mountain! with an origin magnetic divine mountain, this 

seat’s strength will definitely advance greatly!” song yu said frenziedly. 

the other two people also had heated faces. ka suo laughed coldly and said, “you’re thinking too much! 

this origin magnetic divine mountain, this old man is determined to get it!” 

lei yi said in a cold voice, “you all can stop thinking, the origin magnetic divine mountain is mine!” 

ka suo laughed loudly and said, “then let’s showcase our true abilities then!” 



this origin magnetic divine mountain was clearly outside of the three people’s expectations, making the 

three of them incomparably excited. 

seeing the main thing, the three people no longer held back, each flashing out big moves. the battle 

situation became more intense. 

it was just that reaching here, it was hard for them to advance forward an inch anymore. 

these three people all had their own little schemes. nobody was willing to let the other party gain an 

advantage. 

far away, amidst the rugged rocks, gao yuan cleverly concealed his figure, the expression on his face 

flickered incessantly. 

he was a wild wolf, with sufficient patience. he was quietly waiting for the chance. 

this was his greatest hope of breaking through to the celestial deity realm. he did not wish to miss it! 


